SGA Assembly Awards for May June 2017

Penfabric Mill 4 held one short assembly to distribute the SGA prizes on 27th July 2017.

This SGA assembly was conducted by Ms Nor Syazana as a Master of Ceremony (MC).

Mr SP Ong, the Mill Manager, gave a short speech on the challenges faced by the company. He asked all employees to continue to come out with new ideas and utilize SGA as a platform to suggest ideas of improvement in the working environment to increase quality and productivity. The amount of the prizes being increased from RM 300 to RM 600, RM 100 to RM 200, RM 50 to RM 100 and RM 10 to RM 20 for June, July and August.

Ms Nor Syazana reported the summary of SGA ideas received for the month of May and June 2017. We received a total of 28 SGA suggestions. The prizes are as below:

Excellent – 4 suggestions: RM600/each

i) Engineering: Recover RO Water for Production use.
ii) Finishing: AC3128 Skip PZ with Loop Steamer.
iv) Finishing: Changing Quantum C525 White Orders from 2 Steps to 1 Step.

Very good – 2 suggestions: RM200/each

i) Technical: Line Stain Prevention due to Chemical Padder roller coating
ii) Design & Engraving: Reduction of misfitting issue

Good – 1 suggestion: RM100/each

i) Bleaching: Limit suis crusher PVA

Idea Prize – 21 suggestions: RM20/each

Safety Call
Speech by Mill Manager, Mr SP Ong

The prizes for excellent awards presented by Mr SP Ong

The prizes for good awards presented by Mr Jaya Paul

The Idea prizes presented by Mr MT Boey
The assembly ended with a SGA call by Mr Areeb Ridzuan. The next SGA proposal assembly will be on September, 2017.